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Sizing Sun Ray™ Servers Running
Windows Applications with
SunPCi™ IIpro Coprocessor Cards

Finding the lowest possible cost of ownership to support enterprise applications has

continued to spawn new solutions for the thin client market. To reduce

administration costs and consolidate the hardware requirements, an application

server can be used to simplify application administration. Application servers run

the application for end users using the resources of the server. End user, attached

over the network, perform all I/O (input and output) on thin clients or appliances

that have the minimal hardware complexity, and little or no administration

overhead.

Sun’s Sun Ray™ appliances were developed specifically to address this need to

lower the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). Sun Ray appliances are stateless, zero

administration clients that process only keyboard, and mouse input, as well as

screen and sound output, leaving all of the application processing and storage to the

server. The Hot Desking Technology of the Sun Ray appliance allows user sessions

to be completely mobile, allowing users to move from one Sun Ray appliance to

another without bringing down their logged in sessions.

Supporting Applications on Thin Clients

The Sun Ray appliance is ideal for supporting Solaris™ Operating Environment

(Solaris OE) (SPARC™ Platform Edition) based applications with minimal end user

system administration. In the past, to support wintel (Windows running on Intel

compatible processors) applications, it was required that a separate Windows NT, or

Windows 2000, server be used to execute any Windows based applications that end

users required. The Citrix MetaFrame™ product allows windows applications to run

on a wintel server and by using the ICA (Independent Computing Architecture)
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protocol, send the display, mouse, and keyboard I/O over the network to a remote

client. With the Citrix MetaFrame client software running on the Sun Ray server, the

Sun Ray support server could in turn take this information and channel the I/O to

the Sun Ray appliance. Many customers have found the Citrix MetaFrame solution

to a be excellent solution for controlling the environment in which windows based

applications run.

While this solution does work well, it does require that two separate servers be

maintained separately. Until now there was no way for a Sun server to support the

execution of wintel applications from within the same Sun Enterprise™ server

allowing for a full consolidation of the solution.

This article focuses on an integrated solution that combines several hardware and

software products into one total solution. Specifically, we will narrow our discussion

to developing a methodology for sizing a server that supports end users running

both Solaris OE based applications and wintel applications. Individual details for

configuring and administering each of the software components, that make up the

solution, will not be dealt with in this article. There are many documents (see the

References section) that cover these topics in detail. Instead we will focus on the

details of integrating these components on one server.

A Solution Based on SunPCi™ IIpro,
Citrix MetaFrame, and Sun Ray Products

A recent release of the SunPCi™ IIpro card and software now supports all the

components necessary for supporting wintel applications on the same Sun Ray

server. The latest release of this product supports running the server versions of

Windows 2000 and Windows NT. In addition, the product also supports the

installation of more than one card into one Sun Enterprise server allowing the

solution to scale within the same server. A Sun Ray server can now support both

SPARC applications and wintel applications without the need of additional servers.

The products that make up this consolidated server (other than the Sun Enterprise

server, and the Solaris OE) are listed here with a brief description:

■ Sun Ray appliance – Sun Ray appliances are stateless, zero administration clients

that process only keyboard input and screen output, leaving all of the application

processing and storage to the server.

■ SunPCi IIpro coprocessor card – This PCI card can be added to a Sun

workstation or a Sun Enterprise server and allow support for Microsoft operating

systems. It has a 733 Mhz. Celeron Pentium processor, and dedicated ports for

10/100 Ethernet, USB, VGA, and sound I/O. Disk support is supported via the

Solaris OE.
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■ Citrix MetaFrame software – This product consists of software that has both a

server and client component that will allow users of a Solaris OE (SPARC

Platform Edition) system to run wintel based applications running on another

server supported by a Microsoft operating system.

■ Solaris™ PC NetLink software – Solaris PC NetLink software delivers native

Windows NT network services—which include directory, authentication, and file-

and-print services—on Solaris servers.

It is assumed the reader will have a basic knowledge of each of these products. You

may wish to refer to the References section at the end of the article if you are not

already familiar with the each of these individual products.

The Architecture of a Full Solution

As mentioned above, Sun Ray solutions have been supporting both Solaris OE and

wintel applications for some time. What is new, is that the SunPCi IIpro PCI

coprocessor card can now support the execution of wintel applications for multiple

users. This is now possible because the SunPCi IIpro coprocessor card and software

can now support the server versions of Microsoft operating systems as well as the

installation of multiple cards in one Sun Enterprise server. When enough hardware

resources are allocated for each software component, the complete solution can

support many users with more than acceptable performance.
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Hardware Configuration

Before discussing the sizing requirements we need to look closer at the hardware

and software configurations. FIGURE 1 is a diagram that shows how the various

hardware components work together in an example configuration.

FIGURE 1 Sun Ray and SunPCi IIpro Server Hardware Solution: Hardware Component
Interconnect

In this diagram, three SunPCi IIpro coprocessor PCI cards are installed into a Sun

Enterprise 450 server. The SunPCi IIpro card requires a long PCI card slot and will

require an additional spare PCI slot if the parallel or serial port will be used. When

the SunPCi IIpro card is used as an application server, as it is in this article, you may

use the parallel and serial ports which require a second slot to allow installation of a

backplate that supports the serial and parallel port connectors.

Also installed into the server are Sun Quad FastEthernet™ PCI cards that supply

four 100 Mbit Ethernet ports per card. This gives the system a total of five 100 Mbit

ports, four on the Sun Quad FastEthernet cards and an additional port built into the

Sun Enterprise 450 server.

The number of UltraSPARC™ II processors required, and the required memory will

also be determined in the sizing exercise.
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Windows 2000 Server

Citrix MetaFrame(Server)
Windows applications
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Each SunPCI IIpro coprocessor card has a dedicated 100 Mbit Ethernet port. All the

bandwidth needed to support the Citrix MetaFrame product, and the end user’s file

access to their own home directories, will be supported by these ports. These ports

are attached to a network switch on the same subnet as three of the 100 Mbit ports of

a Sun Quad FastEthernet card. These connections allow the software running on the

Windows 2000 operating system, on each of the SunPCi IIpro cards, to communicate

directly with the software running on the Sun Enterprise 450 server.

The operating system, running on the SunPCi IIpro coprocessor card, will perform

all disk operation through drivers that will use the PCI bus connection to

communicate with the SunPCi IIpro software that supports the coprocessor card.

This software will primarily support only the virtual disk drives used to support the

Windows operating system and the files needed to support the applications used by

the users.

In the preceding diagram the Sun Ray appliance network traffic is handled by a

private network environment. The network that supports the Sun Ray applicance

connections is typically implemented as a VLAN defined within the switch

environment. The SunRay appliance communicate the screen, keyboard, and mouse

I/O over the network by use of Appliance Link Protocol™ packets. These packets

are in turn transported over the network by way of the UDP and TCP/IP protocols.

See the References section for a URL that displays specific information on Sun Ray

networking.
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Software Configuration

Now that we have reviewed the hardware configuration let us take a look at the

software needed to support one user. FIGURE 2 is a chart that shows the flow of

information through all the software components, from the Sun Ray appliance, to

and from the applications the users are running.

FIGURE 2 Sun Ray/Citrix MetaFrame/SunPCi IIpro Software For One User

From left to right, we first see the Sun Ray appliance itself. The display, keyboard,

mouse, and sound are sent to and from the Sun Ray server software via Appliance

Link Protocol. This protocol uses UDP & TCP/IP to communicate to the server. The

purpose of the Sun Ray server software is to translate the I/O of an X11

environment, to that of the Sun Ray appliance. For the purposes of this article we

will be focusing on the I/O of the Citrix MetaFrame product. Users can

simultaneously interact with any X11 based Solaris OE applications, running on the

SPARC hardware.

The Citrix MetaFrame client software traditionally runs on Solaris OE workstations

where users would interact with the software on the screen, keyboard, and mouse

directly hooked up to the workstation. In our configuration, multiple copies of the

Citrix MetaFrame client software will be running to support multiple users, each on

their own Sun Ray appliance.
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The Citrix MetaFrame client software talks directly to the Citrix MetaFrame server

software which runs on the SunPCi IIpro card under the Windows 2000 operating

system. To establish the connection between the two software components, a

network interface is used on the Sun Enterprise server that is connected via a

network switch to the private interface on the SunPCi IIpro card. The protocol that

used between the two Citrix MetaFrame software components is a Citrix developed

ICA® protocol that runs on top of the TCP/IP transport protocol.

The software running on the SunPCi IIpro card is the Windows 2000 operating

system, Citrix MetaFrame server, and the applications each user will be running. The

I/O for each application is intercepted by the Citrix MetaFrame server software and

then sent to the Citrix MetaFrame client software. Each user running applications on

the Windows 2000 server will spawn an instance of the Citrix MetaFrame server

software.

Benefits of the Architecture

Using this all-in-one server approach to support an end user community offers many

benefits. An abbreviated summary of these benefits is listed below:

■ Benefits Sun Ray appliance:

■ Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) is reduced by 28%-58% (The Tolly Group TCO

Model, 11/01/00).

■ Hot Desking Technology between Sun Ray appliances allows users to move

from one Sun Ray appliance to another without logging off or logging back in

by merely inserting their smart card.

■ Sun Ray appliances are completely stateless. If one breaks down, it can be

quickly replaced with another.

■ All the system administration is performed on the server.

■ Most of the hardware investment is focused on the server where it benefits

everyone.

■ Benefits of the SunPCi IIpro coprocessor:

■ Once the first SunPCi IIpro card is configured, additional SunPCi IIpro

coprocessor cards can be quickly cloned by copying the virtual C: drive (a

Solaris OE file) of the first coprocessor to configure the remaining cards.

■ Like the Sun Ray appliance, the SunPCi IIpro card is stateless. If one card were

to fail another card could be configured to quickly take it’s place.

■ The Solaris OE software that supports the SunPCi IIpro coprocessor takes full

advantage of the Solaris OE and the Sun Enterprise server to maximize

performance and availability.

■ Benefits of Solaris PC NetLink software:
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■ Allows the Sun Enterprise server to be a Primary (or Backup) Domain

controller or a member server of a NT domain.

■ Supplies fully compatible protocols for the SunPCi IIpro (and other Windows

based PCs) to use.

■ Sun Enterprise server and Solaris OE offer an extremely stable environment that

all software components will be able to work together in.

Please refer to the individual product web pages for a more complete list of benefits.

Sizing the Total Solution

Unfortunately there is no one tool that can conveniently size the total solution. There

are however, several tools available for sizing the individual components used in

our solution. Sun Enterprise servers and the Solaris OE have been proven to scale

well when handling multiple loads. By sizing each of the components separately,

and insuring there are no fundamental resource conflicts, we can determine a

baseline configuration that will act as a starting point for further consideration.

Goal

The general goal for this specific sizing exercise is to determine the requirements of

a Sun Enterprise server needed to support a specific number of users. The goal here

is to size a server that supports the following software components:

■ Sun Ray appliance software - This includes all the software needed to support

the Sun Ray appliance themselves.

■ SunPCi IIpro card - These software components are needed to support the Solaris

OE side of the coprocessor card. Primarily the resources consumed here will be

supporting the access to the virtual drives used by the SunPCi IIpro cards to

Windows 2000 operating system. No resources will be consumed to handle

network traffic because the coprocessor have their own private 10/100 Ethernet

port.

■ Solaris PC NetLink software - These software components are needed to support

the users data files. As the applications running on the SunPCi IIpro cards access

user data files (spreadsheet, word processing documents, etc.), Solaris PC NetLink

software will be used to support the CIFS (SMB) protocol, and Windows 2000 will

use to access the files.
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■ Citrix MetaFrame client software - This software component supports the client

side of the ICA protocol. The server side of the Citrix MetaFrame product

redirects display, keyboard, and mouse input and output through the ICA

protocol to the client portion of the software. There it is quickly converted to the

X11 protocol which the Sun Ray software then display on the Sun Ray client.

During this specific sizing exercise, we wish to determine the following:

■ Number of UltraSPARC II processors needed to support a specific number of

users at an acceptable level of performance.

■ Number of megabytes of memory in the Sun Enterprise server needed to support

a specific number of users. This includes all the memory to support all software

components).

■ Number of SunPCi IIpro cards needed to support a specific number of end users.

■ Number of megabytes of memory each SunPCi IIpro card should have.

■ Number and type of network interfaces needed to support the configuration.

■ Disk subsystem requirements of the server.

Assumptions

The number of variables associated with sizing a server with multiple software

components can be nontrivial. You must decide at the beginning to fix certain

variables or the task may become too difficult to complete in a reasonable period of

time.

In the case of our server, one variable we will fix as much as possible will be the load

placed on the server by each user. To determine the limits of a server, several

benchmarks have been developed that attempt to simulate the load of various user

communities. These benchmarks start by placing a simulated load of a particular

type of end user on the server. The benchmark then proceeds to build the load, user

by user, until a resource on the server becomes overloaded. The latency experienced

by each end user will eventually exceed a reasonable upper limit which users find

acceptable and the point where this occurs determines an upper limit for that Server

configuration.

Defining the Load

Many of the benchmarks that measure latency of user application environments

focus on a “knowledge worker” running Windows based desktop productivity

applications. The description on the knowledge worker load can be found in the

paper titled “Windows 2000 Terminal Services Capacity and Scaling” (Please refer to the

References section for details on how to acquire this paper). Briefly, the knowledge
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worker uses a variety of applications to add value to information in an office setting.

This end user typically would run standard office productivity applications such as

spreadsheets, word processors, presentation packages, and web browsers.

Additional loads have been used to simulate other kinds of users. One such load is

the “data entry worker” load. This load attempts to define the load that a clerical or

manufacturing worker may place on a server. This kind of load is considerably

lighter than a knowledge worker because only one or two custom applications need

to be supported.

While the knowledge worker will be the focus of this article, it should be kept in

mind that a server can be expected to support typically 5 to 10 times as many data

entry workers as knowledge workers.

In the real world, every end user places a different load on the server. Once the

sizing data, based on the knowledge worker load, has been determined, you will

need to determine if the end users of any target server you are planning will

produce a load that is more or less that defined by the benchmarks used in the sizing

exercise. If the load is greater, or the duty cycle of the end user is more frequent,

more resources will need to be allocated per user. If the load is less, or the duty cycle

of the end user is more infrequent, then less resources may be appropriate.

The system planner should always plan for the load of a server based on expected

growth for at least 2-3 years. While the initial configuration can be designed to just

meet today’s requirements, the server should be able to grow to meet the expected

demand. Alternatively, additional servers can be used to support additional growth

with the additional system administration that will be required to maintain it.

Assumption About the Target Server

The Sun Enterprise server products cover a vast spectrum of capabilities with

respect to performance and RAS (reliability, availability, and serviceability) options.

In this article we focus on the Sun Enterprise 450 server with four 400 Mhz

UltraSPARC II processors. There are now many Sun Enterprise servers with more

and faster processors. As long as the server meets the requirements of all the

software components, it should scale up or down based on the number and type of

processors.

It should be noted that server memory and SunPCi IIpro coprocessor card memory,

have been determined to be a critical factors in supporting Sun Ray clients. If the

server, or the SunPCi IIpro coprocessor card, runs out of physical memory for a

significant period of time, the performance experienced by the end users will

diminish quickly.
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Baseline Configurations

Any baseline configuration determined by a sizing exercise is only a starting point

for determining the final configuration of your server. It is always prudent to make

resource related decisions that will configure the server to have some surplus

resources. This will allow the server to have additional headroom, allowing the

server to handle peak periods more gracefully, and allow for growth.

The papers listed below are used as references for our sizing exercise.

■ Supporting Microsoft Windows 2000 Server Applications from Sun Enterprise
Servers – From this paper you can determine the number of users each SunPCi II

pro cards will support. This paper also determines the number of SPARC

processors, and memory needed to support each SunPCi II pro card.

http://www.sun.com/blueprints/0601/windows.pdf

■ Sizing Sun Ray Enterprise Servers – This paper gives server sizing information

for supporting Sun Ray appliances with a variety of load types. It is accompanied

by a sizing tool which can be used to size the Sun Ray and Citrix MetaFrame XP

(ICA client) server requirements. http://www.sun.com/products/
sunray1/whitepapers/sizing.pdf

■ Solaris PC NetLink: Performance Sizing and Deployment – Chapter 5 of this Sun

BluePrints™ book covers sizing a Solaris PC NetLink server.

http://www.sun.com/books/catalog/devitt/index.html

■ Solaris PC NetLink Sizing Tool – This Sizing spreadsheet accompanies the

information of chapter 5 of the Sun BluePrints book. The tool allows you to

determine a baseline configuration of a server after supplying user load

information. http://www.sun.com/blueprints/tools/index.html

Sizing the SunPCi IIpro Environment

The first paper in the list above (Supporting Microsoft Windows 2000 Server
Applications from Sun Enterprise Servers) specifically deals with supporting a

community of users running Windows 2000 applications via the SunPCi IIpro

coprocessor card. It focuses on sizing a Sun Enterprise server to support SunPCi

IIpro cards supporting users via Microsoft’s Windows 2000 Terminal Server

software. The function performed by Microsoft’s Windows 2000 Terminal Server is

essentially equivalent to that of the Citrix’s MetaFrame product as far as the server

side is concerned. Both products redirect display, keyboard, and mouse I/O from the

Windows 2000 or Windows NT server to clients running over the net. Their loads are

very close to identical.

In this Windows 2000 paper, it was shown that each SunPCi IIpro card can support

30 knowledge worker loads when the coprocessor card was configured with 512 MB

of memory. It was also determined in that paper that each 400 Mhz UltraSPARC II

processor was capable of supporting 3 SunPCi IIpro cards and 512 MB of Solaris OE

memory was needed to support the 3 cards. Remember the 512 MB also includes the
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memory needed to support the Solaris OE kernel. We will continue to focus on

supporting 3 SunPCi IIpro cards throughout the rest of the exercise. 3 SunPCi IIpro

cards, each supporting 30 users, allows the Sun Enterprise 450 server to support 90

knowledge worker loads.

Sizing the Sun Ray and Citrix MetaFrame Environments

The second paper from the preceding list (Sizing Sun Ray Enterprise Servers) is

accompanied by a sizing tool that can size two of the software components at the

same time. This Java™ programming language based tool allows you to define the

load you want and includes support for sizing the server when both the Sun Ray

software and Citrix MetaFrame (ICA) client software are used simultaneously.

For the sizing exercise of a knowledge worker, the load defined below was used:

■ Java Applications(20%)

■ Xbaseline(20%)

■ CDE Utilites(10%)

■ ICA client (MetaFrame) (50%)

When 90 users, with a 50% duty cycle, is entered into the tool for this user load, the

resources in TABLE 1 were given to define two types of loads.

Here we see two 400 Mhz CPUs will be needed to support the Sun Ray software and

the Citrix MetaFrame client software. The memory requirement during the peak is

2511 MB. Keep in mind that this memory resource requirement also includes the

memory requirement for the Solaris OE. We will deal with the fact that all the sizing

tools include the memory overhead of the Solaris OE in the final analysis.

TABLE 1 Resources to Define Two Types of Loads

Resource Average Load Peak Load

400 Mhz Processors 2 2

7200 RPM drives 2 3

Memory 1296 2511

Swap Space 3172 2700

100 Mbit/Sec. Ethernet 2 2
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Sizing the Solaris PC NetLink Environment

The last component to be sized is Solaris PC NetLink software. It too has a Sizing

tool in the form of a spreadsheet. This sizing tool was developed by running the Ziff

Davis Netbench benchmark against many server configuration while changing

resources one at a time. For a full description of the benchmark and how it was used

to develop the sizing tool please refer to the References section. This benchmark also

attempts to place a knowledge worker load of file operations on a file server.

When the 90 users are entered into the sizing tool, and peak period of 1 hour is

chosen with a 40 MB file load, the tool recommends one 400 Mhz UltraSPARC II

processor, and 458 MB of physical memory to be used. The Solaris PC NetLink

software is designed to handle thousands of users. Supporting 90 users requires only

a fraction of one processor. The tool is rounding up to the next whole processor. To

determine what fraction of a processor the load actually places on the server, we can

artificially step up the number of users until the tool recommends two 400 Mhz

processors. Just below that point is how many users one full processor can support.

The point where the tool recommends two processors is 336 users. To determine the

fraction of one processor we will need to support 90 users is 90/336 or .267

processors.

Again, this tool incorporates the memory overhead of supporting the Solaris OE.
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Total Sizing Requirements

TABLE 2 summarizes the hardware requirements for supporting the total solution:

SPARC CPU and Memory

In TABLE 2 above the CPU and memory recommendation was a summation of each

individual sizing tool used for each of the products. 100 MB of memory was

subtracted from the Sun Ray and Citrix software row and the Solaris PC NetLink

software row because they included support for the Solaris OE which was already

included in the SunPCi II pro sizing.

The performance of this solution under full load is highly dependent on having

enough physical memory to support all the software components. As soon as either

the SunPCi IIpro coprocessor card or the Sun Enterprise server run out of physical

memory, the disk swapping will quickly cause performance problems.

The Solaris OE will utilize all spare physical memory as file system read cache.

When the applications are properly configured, this read cache can play a significant

role in keeping performance at a peek level. Having additional memory available

will always improve performance.

TABLE 2 Sizing Requirements

Software Component

400 Mhz
UltraSPARC

II
processors

Sun Enterprise
server physical
memory (MB)

Disk Subsystem
considerations

Network requirements and
considerations

SunPCi IIpro

compressors cards (3)

1 512 Software RAID

0+1, Hardware

RAID 5 3x5

Gigabyte files

3 private ports on

SunPCi IIpro cards

(Not part of total)

Sun Ray software +

Citrix MetaFrame XP

(ICA) client software

2 2511-100= 2411 3 (7200 RPM)

drives

Private network

2x100 Mbit

Citrix ICA 1 x 100 Mbit

Solaris PC NetLink 1.2

software

.267 458 - 100 = 358 User files=

90x100Mbytes

/user=9

gigabytes

(RAID)

1x100 Mbit

Total Minimum
requirements

3.267 3281 4 x 100 Mbit
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To support three SunPCI IIpro cards we have a recommended baseline memory

configuration of 3281 MB. Rounding up to the next valid memory configuration

allows 4 GB for a Sun Enterprise 450 server. This additional memory will be put to

good use by Solaris OE file caching, and to allow for some growth in the user load.

Similarly, the recommended CPU baseline configuration recommends 3.267

UltraSPARC II 400 Mhz processors. Rounding up to the next whole processor allows

4 CPUs. The additional CPU resource allows the server to have additional headroom

to support the peak periods better. For the Sun Enterprise 450 server, choosing

480 Mhz would also give us additional head room.

SunPCi IIpro Memory

The SunPCi IIpro card is capable of being configured with up to 1 GB of memory.

The SunPCi IIpro paper, referred to in the References section, showed that the SunPCi

IIpro cards with 512 MB of memory are capable of supporting 30 knowledge worker

loads while the same card configured with one GB of memory was capable of

supporting 40 users based on benchmark results. If the real user load places a higher

demand for memory than the benchmark, it may require you to use SunPCi IIpro

cards that have 1 GB installed rather than 512 MB.

When ordering multiple SunPCi IIpro cards, it would be wise to order at least one

SunPCi IIpro card with 1 GB of memory. This would allow you to later test to see if

the additional memory allows for higher performance. Use Windows 2000

performance tools to monitor free memory so you know when the SunPCi IIpro card

is approaching memory starvation.

In addition, you might wish to have at least one or two SunPCi IIpro cards

configured with the additional memory (1 GB) so you can compare how SunPCi

IIpro cards perform with additional memory headroom for supporting your user

community. If, after an initial pilot deployment, it is determined that more users can

be supported, then raising the user limit to 30 or even 40 may be possible in your

particular user environment.

The SunPCi IIpro Disk Subsystem

One Solaris OE disk subsystem that needs to be sized and configured, is the disk

subsystem needed to support the SunPCi IIpro virtual disks. This disk subsystem

needs to contain the files needed to support the virtual drives (C: and D: Windows

2000/NT drives). Virtual drives are supported by SunPCi IIpro coprocessor support

software by way of large files.

A primary benefit for using the SunPCi IIpro card, in the area of simplified system

administration, is the implementation of Windows disk subsystems by way of

Solaris OE files. These files can be easily copied to backup the Windows files system

(while SunPCi is shutdown), or to create the template for another SunPCI IIpro card.
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Using a “Server” Installation of the Application

When supporting a community of users all running the same applications, there are

techniques that should be used to maximize the efficiency of the disk subsystem.

One way to minimize the number of files that need to be accessed by the

environment is to use a “Server” installation of the applications you wish to support.

Microsoft Office, and other applications, have the ability to use a special server

install that copies all the executables, libraries, and templates into one location that

all users can use. Configuration files and other files that will change during normal

use of the application will be placed into the user home directory. Once the

application has been installed into a common location, all users can benefit from

accessing the files. The Windows based operating system will need to open far fewer

files to support the applications. This in turn will require considerably fewer disk

requests from the Solaris OE. If there is a reasonable amount of unused physical

memory, there is a high probability that the file data will be in disk cache resulting in

extremely fast performance. This scenario is ideal for use with Solaris OE disk cache.

To support the Windows 2000 or Windows NT operating system, and to support the

common “Server” installation of the application, five GB of disk was chosen as a

recommended disk size. In your environment you may find that even three GB or

even less can be allocated to support the SunPCi IIpro card virtual drives. It is

important to avoid running out of disk space which may require reinstallation of

some applications. After you have a working environment running on one SunPCI

IIpro card, it is an simple matter to shutdown the card and make a copy the file

supporting the virtual drive. The copy can then be used as a template to configure

other SunPCi IIpro cards.

To maximize performance and availability, you will want to place these files on

redundant fast RAID disk subsystems. If software RAID (Veritas or Solstice

DiskSuite™ software) are to be used, then RAID 0+1 would be best. If hardware

RAID (such as Sun StorEdgeTM A1000 array, Sun StorEdge T3 Array or the Sun

StorEdge SRC/P Intelligent SCSI RAID Controller™ disk subsystem) is used then

RAID 5 would be best.

If possible, placing each virtual drive file on a separate disk subsystem would be

optimal to maximize the highest performance.

User Home Directories

A disk subsystem that needs to be sized separately is the disk subsystem needed to

support the user home directories. This disk subsystem will be accessed via the

applications running on the SunPCi IIpro coprocessor card via Solaris PC NetLink

software. A full discussion on disk subsystems of Solaris PC NetLink software can

be found in the Sun BluePrints book Solaris PC NetLink Performance, Sizing, and
Deployment. In summary:
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■ Allocate enough disk space for each users data files, private executables and

configuration files. In the sizing exercise presented here, 100 MB was allocated for

each user.

■ The disk subsystem should be redundant.

■ The disk subsystem should be fast enough to not be the bottleneck for file access

via Solaris PC NetLink software. A RAID 0+1 or Hardware RAID 5 should be

used.

90 users × 100 MB per User = 9 GB. If user data files is all that needs to be supported,

one RAID 1 volume made up of two 18 GB drives would be enough storage to

support user data files. While this configuration would meet minimum

requirements, it would be better if this user community was supported by more

drives to minimize any possible contention for the same disk subsystem.

Network Considerations

Each SunPCi IIpro card has it’s own private network port. Through this port all of

the Citrix MetaFrame traffic (ICA protocol) and the Solaris PC NetLink file and print

traffic (SMB/CIFS protocol) will flow. Benchmarks show that the combined traffic

will rarely exceed 15-20% the bandwidth for these ports. All of the bandwidth for

these cards will be redirected back into the Sun Enterprise server. One 100 Mbit

connection should handle the throughput for all three SunPCi IIpro cards.

To allow for network redundancy and to allow for more headroom during peak

periods, it would be best to allocate an additional 100 Mbit port on the server to

support the traffic to and from the SunPCi IIpro coprocessor cards. The two ports

could be configured as a trunked pair if your network switch supports combining

the 2 ports together to improve throughput, simplify administration, and allow for a

redundant path to the server.

The Sun Ray appliances will be connected to the server via the recommended

2 × 100 Mbit ports. The Appliance Link Protocol packets used by the Sun Ray clients

is fully IP-compliant using both the UDP and TCP/IP transport protocols. While not

absolutely necessary, it is recommended to use a switch VLAN to implement the

network between the Sun Ray clients and the Sun Ray server.

So far there are requirements for 4 100Mbit ports. For a typical Sun Enterprise server

this would suggest using one Sun Quad FastEthernet PCI card to support the four

ports. All Sun Enterprise servers also have a 100 Mbit port built into the server. This

port makes our total port count of five 100 Mbit ports, or one more than the baseline

configuration requires. To put the port to good use, it would be best if the built in

port and one port from the Sun Quad FastEthernet card be assigned to support the

normal network traffic from the SunPCi IIpro card. Assigning the remaining three

ports from the Sun Quad FastEthernet PCI card to the private network needed for

the Sun Ray appliances would give that network more headroom and an

opportunity for growth.
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Deployment

It is rare when a real world load matches the load produced by a benchmark exactly.

Some times the load is greater than what the benchmark places on the server,

sometimes it is less. For this reason even though the benchmark shows that 30

knowledge workers can be supported by the card, it would be prudent to plan to

support 25 users in an initial deployment or to use a pilot program to determine

what the real load will be. This is especially true with user communities that are

running more demanding programs than simple office productivity applications.

If possible, it would be best to assign users to be supported by each SunPCi IIpro

card in groups of 5 or 10 until the real load of the community is better understood.

After monitoring the utilization of the SunPCi IIpro card, by way of the Windows

2000 performance tools, you will begin to understand how the complete solution

will be able to support your particular load.

Sizing Summary

While we have focused on an Sun Enterprise 450 server as a target server, any Sun

Enterprise server is capable of supporting the SunPCi IIpro coprocessor card and has

the ability to support the number and type of processors, memory, disk subsystem,

and network that will be acceptable.

If a server is needed to support more users (90) than was presented here, this article

can be used as a starting point to guide you in sizing the larger server. While a full

sizing exercise is always recommended, sizing rules of thumb can be inferred from

the sizing exercise presented here. By simply dividing the number of users that will

be supported into a recommended baseline configuration, we get .0363 UltraSPARC

II (400Mhz) processors per user, and 36.45 MB per user. This applies for knowledge

worker loads only and is a recommended minimum baseline configuration.

Additional resources allocated to the server will always allow the server to handle

peak loading periods more gracefully.

From previous SunPCi IIpro research (see the SunPCi IIpro documents listed in the

References section below) we see that each SunPCi IIpro card is capable of

approximately 30 users, depending on the load and the amount of memory installed

in the SunPCi IIpro coprocessor card.

Using the standard rule of thumb of creating a swap partition that is at least as big

as the amount of physical memory would apply to this solution as well. As

mentioned earlier, it is important that the active software components do not run out

of physical memory and require the consistent use of swap under normal peak

loading conditions.
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For this solution, it would be dangerous to develop simple rules of thumb for the

disk and network that would not over simplify the configuration. Please refer back

to the network and disk subsystem sections above for information regarding the

specific disk subsystem you should consider.

Proof of Concept Study

A proof of concept study was performed on a server utilizing all the software

components discussed. In this study, the Citrix Server Test Kit (CSTK) was used to

place a load on a server where Sun Ray session were running. Once benchmark

scripts were started on a Sun Ray appliance, the session was detached using the Hot

Desk Technology. The session continued to run in the background. Additional

sessions were logged in and additional benchmark scripts were started.

The amount of CPU and memory resources consumed by a specific number of Sun

Ray sessions running through Citrix MetaFrame XP came close to what was

predicted by the sizing guide. It also showed that once the SunPCi IIpro coprocessor

card ran out of physical memory, it was forced to swap out user applications which

caused performance to suffer. Again, it is important that both the Sun Enterprise

server and the SunPCi IIpro card consist of adequate memory to avoid swapping.

Different Loads

In this paper a knowledge worker was the target of the sizing exercise. Your

particular load will ALWAYS be different. If you generally agree that the end users

in your environment come close to the profile described in the papers listed in the

References section, then using the recommended baseline configuration presented

here is a good start. If you have a variety of users doing different things, then you

may wish to be conservative assigning users to servers, slowly adding the number of

users until you think you have reached a comfortable maximum.

If the load of your user community is significantly different that the load used here,

it would be best to use this article as a methodology for sizing only. It would be

prudent to go back to the individual sizing tools and perform the same sizing

exercise with the new load.

Other Interoperability Solutions

The Citrix MetaFrame XP product was used in this article as the focus of the sizing

exercise. There are other interoperability products that may suit your requirements

better. Some of these products are SCO Tarantella, HOB HOBLink, and GraphOn

Bridges for Windows. A paper found on the Sun Ray products white papers web site

is an excellent source of information on these products. It can found at:

http://www.sun.com/products/sunray1/whitepapers/interop.pdf
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Faster SPARC Processors

Sun Enterprise servers with UltraSPARC II 400 Mhz processors are the focus of this

article. The primary reason for this is because all of the sizing tools (as of 6/01) used

to size the server, include 400 Mhz UltraSPARC II processors as part of the

recommended configurations. For the server solution, it is safe to assume that the

faster, more capable, 480 Mhz/8 MB UltraSPARC II or UltraSPARC III processors

will handle higher levels of performance. Most systems engineers find scaling the

CPU solution up by the Mhz speed increase is a reasonable starting point for scaling

up the servers capability for sizing. Also, make sure the Sun Enterprise server and

the version of the Solaris OE have been qualified to work with all the individual

software and hardware components.

Supporting Applications Running on Solaris OE vs. Wintel
Environment

With the solution that was presented here, there are many situations where end

users can be supported by applications running directly on the Solaris OE or the

wintel environment. This sizing exercise focused primarily on supporting

applications running on the SunPCi IIpro platform. If it is decided to support more

applications directly on the Solaris OE, additional CPU and memory resources may

be required to support these applications. Careful attention should be made to

monitor the applications users are running on both environments to avoid situations

where resources are consumed excessively.

Availability of SunPCi IIpro Coprocessor Cards

When supporting a large number of users with one server, it is important to

maintain a high level of availability. Sun Enterprise servers have a high degree of

availability. The SunPCi IIpro card relies heavily on the Sun Enterprise server it is

installed into. When the Sun Enterprise server is configured with an appropriate

RAID disk subsystem, the Solaris OE software that supports the SunPCi II pro

coprocessor card will take full advantage of it.

The coprocessor card itself has little redundancy built directly into the card. If one of

the components fails, it typically won’t bring down the Solaris OE or the other

SunPCi IIpro cards running in the system, but it will no longer function for the users

that use the card to run wintel applications. If you wish to avoid bringing down the

Sun Enterprise server (which will mean down time for all users) to replace the failed

SunPCi IIpro card, you may wish to install a spare SunPCi IIpro card in the Sun

Enterprise server, so that you can quickly replace the functionality of the failed card

without bringing down the server.
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The fact that the SunPCi IIpro cards are almost completely stateless (with the

exception of the Ethernet (MAC) address of the private 100 Mbit Ethernet port) any

SunPCi IIpro coprocessor can be booted via the same virtual C: drive (a Solaris OE

file) of the failed card. Only the users of the failed card will notice a short down time

while the new SunPCi IIpro card is booted up to replace the failed card. After the

Windows 2000 operating system does a disk check, the new SunPCi IIpro card will

quickly take the place of the failed card. This unique feature of the architecture

enables any SunPCi IIpro card to take the place of any other SunPCi IIpro card by

simply redirecting the SunPCi IIpro card to boot from another disk image.

Implementing the Windows file system within a Solaris OE file also makes restoring

the Windows 2000 system drive trivial. By simply redirecting the SunPCi IIpro

software to a copy of the file that is used to implement the Windows 2000 boot disk,

you can quickly recover situations that may corrupt the drive.

Conclusion

This article has focused on sizing a solution to support a community of users

running wintel applications, on stateless Sun Ray appliances. The new SunPCi IIpro

card enables Sun Enterprise servers to support the server versions of Microsoft

operating systems. Using the SunPCi IIpro coprocessor in coordination with Citrix’s

MetaFrame XP product, a full solution can be offered to Sun Ray appliances on one

server. This article has shown how the sizing tools, used to size a server for each

software component, can be used together to size a total solution. Specific sizing

“rules of thumb” for a “knowledge worker” load have been developed.
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